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- Director, NADS
  Dan McGehee
- Deputy Director
  Omar Ahmad
- Director of Finance and Business Operations
  Mary Bender
- Head of Communications
  Kristine Roggentien
  - Dir. of Engineering and Modeling Research
    Chris Schwarz
    - Application Developer
      open
    - Engineering Coordinator
      Shawn Allen
    - Engineer
      Alec Lavelle
  - Dir. of Human Factors Research
    John Gaspar
    - Sr. Research Associate
      Cher Carney
    - Sr. Research Associate
      Michelle Reyes
  - Dir. of Drugged Driving Research
    Timothy Brown
  - Dir., NADS miniSim™
    Andrew Veit
    - Application Developer
      Dylan Stewart
    - miniSim™ Coordinator
      Joe Meidlinger
    - Application Programmer
      Oscar Hernández Murcia
  - Dir. of Instrumentation Engineering
    Gregory Wagner
    - Engineering Coordinator
      Corey Kreutz
    - Engineering Coordinator
      Jeff Gordon
- Dir. of Drugged Driving Research
  Timothy Brown
- Director of SAFER-SIM UTC*
  Dawn Marshall
  - SAFER-SIM UTC*
    Program Coordinator
    Jacob Heiden
- Research Logistics, Simulators
  Rose Schmitt
- Research Logistics, On-Road Vehicles
  Cheryl Roe
- Sr. Systems Administrator
  Steve Cable
  - Systems Administrator
    John Davids

*SAFEty Research Using SIMulation University Transportation Center